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PICTURE GALLERY - MEMBERS PHOTOS

Koorahk Momo at the Northern Counties &
County Durham show, May 2018;
Courtesy of Deb Taylor Heatlie

Koorahk Momo;
Courtesy of Deb Taylor Heatlie

Callee posing on her new cat tree!;
Courtesy of Clare Treacher

Jusarka Maisie, 12 years old;
Courtesy of Dee Hillier-Kidston

Keira;
Courtesy of Clare Treacher

Maia & Uncle Jasper;
Courtesy of Clare Treacher
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PICTURE GALLERY - MEMBERS PHOTOS

Sammy (TLP), Merry (KOR), Frodo (TL) & Pippin
(TBP); Courtesy of Helen & Neil Hastilow

Jusarka kittens exploring their big new world;
Courtesy of Julie Cherkas

Jusarka Eva relaxing on the sofa; Courtesy of
Dee Hillier-Kidston

Pippin (TBP) in his famous double dangle
pose; Courtesy of Helen & Neil Hastilow

Kendo, caught in a sunbeam; Courtesy of
Veronica Robinson

Cattleya kittens at 13 weeks old; Courtesy
of Louise Portsmouth

Thanks to all members/breeders who shared photos of your wonderful cats!
Please email unisalford@hotmail.com with photos for the next newsletter.
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Chairperson's Report
There seems to be little news on the
K&TCA front for me to make useful
additional comments on in this edition of
your newsletter. However, since our
efficient new editor Helen keeps sending
me emails I cannot ignore, I shall fall back
on describing yet another of my wicked
Korat's adventures to you!
I cannot believe that yet another summer is
packing its bags with left over tubes of sun
cream, bottles of Pimms, and underdone
burgers from the barbecue. I know that
Solomon is happy it’s all over. I tried to
explain to him that he was luckier than
most cats whose thicker coats must have
made life most uncomfortable in that heat. He replied, in that way that only a Korat
can, that he was not interested in other cats' comfort ... only his own. Since he is
slightly in my bad books, I didn’t bother to argue.
You see, I took a week off in June to join a group of artists for our annual
workshop/gabfest. As usual, Solly went to a cattery that is used to fussy pedigree
felines. The night before I left, his lordship hopped in on three legs, eager to show me
the abscess he had just discovered on his pad. Sod's law decreed that his usual vet
wasn’t around for his emergency appointment. The young lady I did see refused to
give him a long-lasting antibiotic shot, despite my pleas, saying that the cattery
personnel would be able to administer the liquid orally with no problem. I’m sure you
can guess the outcome. I left him at 'Whispers' on Friday. By Monday, due to his
hatred of the meds, he wouldn’t eat or drink. So they took him to the vet for me, but
by Tuesday he hadn’t improved and was admitted. Tests indicated that he had
stressed himself into a bout of pancreatitis. Since he can be a 1st class wimp he
panicked at being trapped in a cage where he could hear feline and canine 'noises
off' but couldn’t see whether they were coming to beat him up or not. You can
probably understand why I shortened my holiday by 2 days. Of course, the silly lad
was pitifully pleased to see me, and pointed out that it was in no way his fault that he
had lost 600 grams body weight in 4 days. He was even more pleased with the sort of
appetite-tempting food I rushed off to buy. Just over a week later, his demeanour said
'thank you very much, I feel fine - I don’t know what you were worrying about'. But he
has achieved his primary objective. Although he tolerated the cattery, he will now
have a pet sitting service coming to feed and play twice a day if I ever dare leave him
again. In the meantime he is planning a big party for his tenth birthday next month.
I hope you and your felines have had a less stressful few months than we have!
With best wishes

Caroline
For contact details please see page 5
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Editors’ Notes
Welcome to the Summer 2018 edition of your
newsletter.
I hope you all enjoyed the Spring edition, my first as
newsletter editor. Many thanks to those of you that
got in touch to welcome me and comment on my first edition, your feedback was
much appreciated.
I am very sad to report that our beloved Thai Blue Point, Pippin, died recently. He
will be greatly missed by us all; in particular for his love of cuddles, his ability to
purr for no apparent reason (he clearly just loved life!), his habit of dangling his
paws off whatever he was perched on, and his general good nature. Merry, Frodo &
Samwise continue to provide us with love and cuddles.
Please get in touch if you have any requests for future editions of the newsletter,
and please email me photos of your beautiful cats for inclusion in our colour
picture gallery, and a bio of your cat for inclusion in the “Meet the Cats” section
on page 25.
So that’s it from me. I look forward to seeing many of you at the club show on 6th
October 2018; I may take Samwise, our Thai Lilac Point, who will be vying for his
third Premier Certificate.
Helen Hastilow – Newsletter Editor
For contact details please see page 5

Pippin
03/02/2009 – 01/08/2018
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Committee News
Your committee is dedicated to
promoting healthy Korats & Thais.

What a summer! My cats all thought they’d been transported back to the
land of their origin – and they loved it! The outside temperature was far
hotter than that in the house, with fans on and blinds turned to keep out the
sun. And yet the cats were all lined up on the shelves in the garden,
enjoying the warmth (or should that be heat?) Yinny is no longer a blue cat,
she has turned distinctly brown with the sunshine. I’ve been very busy with
kittens lately. Having not had kittens at all in 2017, I’ve now had four litters
this year. Some are still tiny, the latest having only arrived earlier today as I
type this! The monkeys on the right are certainly keeping me on my toes! I
suppose it keeps me out of trouble.
Edie's mixed bag of kittens comprising three

On the committee front, things have been ticking over nicely within the
Korats a Thai Lilac and a Thai Lilac Point!
Club; the Show Licence for 2019 is in and we’ve been working on our
schedule for this year. One thing has been different, and that’s the number of older cats which we have been asked to
help with rehoming for one reason or another. We currently have four cats looking for new homes. Please take a
look on our website (or pages 16 & 17 here) where full details and photos are posted. If you, or someone you know
could help, please do contact the relevant person. Nothing much else of significance has happened.
IMPORTANT NEWS FOR CAT BREEDERS – New Legislation, of which ALL Korat & Thai breeders should be
aware, comes into effect on 1 October 2018. It isn’t ideal for breeders who register cats with GCCF but we
have no choice but to adhere to the rules in the new Animal Welfare Act. Further details are in this newsletter
and on the GCCF website.
SHOW NEWS
K&TCA SHOW ~ our show schedule is out and you should all have received a copy via email. Please let me know if
this isn’t the case, or if you have any questions. Our 13th Championship Breed Show is on 6th October 2018 – put
that date in your diaries now! Marlene Buckeridge is our Show Manager again and we are, once again, sharing with
RBBA at the venue in Bugbrooke. You can enter online via the GCCF online services; just select the cat(s) you want
to enter and then follow the on screen instructions. Closing date for entries is 15 September 2018.
THE SUPREME CAT SHOW ~ This year’s show is on 27 October 2018 at the NEC and the theme is “Musicals.”
Schedules are available on the GCCF website and the closing date is 21 September 2018 (upgrades received up to
6 October).
NATIONAL PET SHOW ~ the National Pet Show held in November at the NEC will continue and if you feel able to
bring cats along to represent our breeds, please let me know. Committee members will be there to support you and
help promote our wonderful breeds to the public.
Once again, don’t forget, if you show your cats, where possible, please try to enter your cats in the kitten, or
miscellaneous classes under our Pupil Judges. We currently have just one; Sally Tokens, the previous PJs have all
been promoted to Full Judges. The more cats Sally can judge, the quicker her progression to Full Judge of Korat &
Thai cats.
Finally, I hope to see some of you in Bugbrooke, at our Breed Show on 6 October.

Julie Cherkas - Club Secretary
For contact details please see page 5

STOP PRESS ~

there are currently several
older Korat & Thai cats looking
for a home. Please see page 1617 or the website for full
details.
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JENANCA LUK CHAI SURIWONGSE

Chai on exhibition at the Bedford & District show (photograph – Dee Hillier-Kidston)
Asking a judge if I’m a Korat may seem a bit of silly question. I’m a silver blue Thai cat with
a pedigree showing my ancestors can be traced back to Thailand on all lines. In fact my
mother was born there – and that caused the problem. Her parents and grandparents are
named and recorded as Korats, but not with any western registry so with GCCF it meant I
had to be reference registered and could not be shown in competition.
However, a new GCCF rule approved in February (and immediately added to the Korat & Thai
registration policy by the K&T BAC) made provision for three Korat judges being asked if
I’m a satisfactory example of the breed. I went to three shows, entered in the exhibition
with critique class, and reports were written. The verdict was a unanimous “KORAT” just as
expected.
Now I’m on the supplementary register, and any kittens of mine will be too.
Korat girls please take note: I’m ready and waiting to share my new bloodline!
Even better news is I’ve been at three more shows since, and now I’m
CHAMPION JENANCA LUK CHAI SURIWONGSE.
Jen Lacey – Vice Chairperson and GCCF Delegate
For contact details please see page 5
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The Electoral Meeting of GCCF Council, June 2018
There were 100 delegates present at this meeting. That’s roughly two thirds of those who
could have attended.
The agenda for the meeting was not a long one, and gave time for some in depth consideration
of some topics, most notably the accounts as a number of delegates had questions put and
points to make. By 5pm all items had been discussed and business concluded and those who
wished to contribute had had an opportunity to do so.
For once there were no rule changes to debate, and the byelaw changes proposed by the
Board were returned to it for further consideration. Delegate comment intimated that
changes to the first two were not relevant, but the scope of the third needed to be widened.
The byelaw change proposed by the Progressive Singapura Cat Club which restricted the
period a delegate could serve to nine consecutive years received only one vote in favour. The
chief concerns expressed were loss of knowledge and experience, and that delegate choice
was a matter for individual clubs that should not have restrictions imposed upon it.
Elections
It was the electoral meeting and the elections were the main feature of the day. Before they
began there was an unpleasant moment when it was suggested by one delegate that the staff
who had attended from the Bridgwater office were not competent, and/or could not be
trusted, to carry out the counting of votes unsupervised.
This was undoubtedly the low point of the day. The Chairman referred to the byelaw which
gave him authority to appoint scrutineers and praised the staff for their commitment through
a difficult period recently. The Vice-Chair backed this, describing staff members as GCCF’s
most valuable asset. It was clear there was plenty of support for these observations.
Results: These are all on the GCCF website if you are interested. I retained my place as a
Director and member of the Investigations Committee and will have to stand next year if I
wish to continue.
The Company Accounts for 2017
These were introduced by Laura Green of Monahans, who had examined the accounts. Several
questions were taken in advance of the presentation. Laura replied to all the queries raised by
delegates, which seemed to be to the satisfaction of those concerned, but this particular
format was difficult for others to follow at times.
Laura noted that corrections had been made, promised to remove any inconsistencies caused
by rounding up figures, and apologised for the rather clunky English in the general statement
at the end, but it was the required wording. She explained that depreciation on property was
standard, and it was unnecessary to have the building revalued. The complexity of the
accounting convention that allowed some spending to be shown in the profit and loss account
whilst other outlay became depreciation against tangible fixed assets was also tackled, with
particular reference to some of the computing costs.
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Possibly the most serious issues raised were later. There was the necessity to establish a
client account for money from exhibitors coming in by card payment for STAR shows that
would then be paid out to the clubs after a deduction for expenses. This did not mean a
separate bank account, but the ring-fencing of money within the accounts. It was agreed this
would be raised with the bookkeeper as it was important to incorporate as established
procedure. Also, it had been identified that about £3,000 existed in credit vouchers within the
system that were not identified on the accounts. There was the risk that there could be dual
entry as income.
Laura’s presentation gave assurance that the figures presented had been examined and
checked together with the supporting documentation. It was not a full audit (more expensive)
but gave a first level guarantee that nothing untoward had been found in the examination.
With over £20,000 to be added to the reserves this had proved a good year for GCCF.
In response to queries about the reason for certain expenditure it was pointed out by a
Finance Committee member that the spending was in line with the approved budget for the
year. The accountant agreed that inclusion of the budget for that year would be worthwhile.
The conclusion to the discussion was the 2017 accounts were approved, (one against, one
abstention), with the proviso that the credit vouchers were included within them.
Breed, and Show news
Promotion, registration policy and SOP approvals
There is a new breed at Championship level, the Suffolk. Mrs Linda
Spendlove (Club Secretary) gave thanks to Council delegates for their
support, and to the Board members who had helped an inexperienced
group find their way through the various stages of recognition. Breed
classes can be included in shows not yet closed, and should be in all by
mid-October, which will mean a breed class at the Supreme.
Congratulations to all who have worked for this.
The Korat & Thai BAC and the LaPerm BAC had both incorporated the new GCCF rules
(Section 1:12cii & 17a) into their registration policies which allowed for quicker progression
to the supplementary register for foundation imports and outcrosses. (see Luk Chai
Suriwongse’s story on page 9).
The Exotic BAC had made the two clarifications requested in February. It was now clear
‘imports ‘ referred to all cats brought onto the GCCF register from other organisations, not
only those who came from overseas. Also, that DNA testing would be mandatory.
For the Australian Mists and Chartreux there were some comprehensive SOP changes. The
British Longhair had introduced one extra word only.
All registration and SOP amendments were approved and it was confirmed that it was the
BAC or Breeder Group responsible for the breed that was responsible for publicising the
changes to breeders, exhibitors and judges. They were provided with appropriate email links
in the confirmatory letter.
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Judges
All judge appointments were confirmed, but no new Korat/Thai judges this time. There was
also an update on the purpose of the Emeritus List with a clarification that if judges had
opted for this transfer they would not be entitled to do new certificate classes or go on new
lists. However, they could return to full judging after a break if so wished.
BAC Review and Judge Training Groups
There were very brief updates on these. The BACRG had met recently and reviewed the first
proposals after receiving feedback. The proposals were now for a less complicated structure,
avoiding extra tiers of administration. K&T BAC will discuss these at the September meeting.
The 2018 Supreme Show
The Chairman announced that the NEC had said that halls 17 & 18 were available again and
the committee had accepted them as they were well liked by exhibitors. It was possible the
inside car parking could be used again, but there was a stewarding cost for this. There would
be no overhead rigging this year as it was expensive, but upright banners were to be
purchased that would last for a few years.
Business matters
The Business Plan
This had been completed by Steve Crow and Sally Rainbow-Ockwell based on the start made
by the Vice-Chairman. It included the budget approved by the Board which could be used for
comparison against the 2018 income and expenditure as shown in next year’s accounts.
IT Report
Sally Rainbow-Ockwell reported that additions for breeders, clubs and judges were planned
for release soon. Breeders would be able to make non-active to active status changes online.
An update was given on STAR (entering a show online with the computer system assisting
entry.) It’s proved very popular and if you haven’t tried it yet give it go for our own K&TCA
show. I promise you won’t want to return to paper.
Breeder Licensing
Steve Crow confirmed information given in his latest report on the website. The amendments
to the Animal Welfare Act had been approved and licensing would come into effect in October
once local council officers had been trained on implementation. There had been no written
DEFRA definition of a commercial breeder as yet. It would depend on the intention to make
profit. (GUIDELINES NOW PUBLISHED – SEE UPDATE)
He had attended a meeting at Westminster on the previous day. The good news was that in
spite of some pressure from charities there were no plans to draft legislation concerning cat
breeding, though action would be taken to raise the maximum term for animal cruelty from
six months to five years.
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He had been invited to sit on a new committee to advise DEFRA on cat welfare. The priorities
identified so far were:
• better regulation for advertising cats and kittens
• microchipping
• companionship for the elderly
• the effects of electric constraint (fencing/boundary limitation)
• conformation – breed extremes -the Scottish Fold, Persians and Sphynx mentioned.
Cat Welfare Trust
Rosemary Fisher had bad news and good. The current project remained stalled and Professor
Tim Gruffydd-Jones had sent apologies for this. The researcher responsible had changed
universities and the funding was in the process of transfer.
However, the CWT was supporting Dr David Connolly at the Royal Veterinary College. His
project concerned hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, HCM, particularly in British Shorthairs. The
aim was for a DNA test for HCM in British to be developed, and to enable therapy for all cats
diagnosed with the disease. At present the symptoms could be alleviated, but there is no
treatment for the condition so that would be a big step forward.
Rosemary reminded all that BACs could apply to the trust for funding for any breed study
project. Also that all donations went to research, nothing was spent on administration.
Therefore CWT was very worthwhile charity to support.
WCC Conference and WCC 2021.
The Chairman reported he’d had an enjoyable trip to Italy (not at GCCF’s expense) and the
event had been extremely well organised, with excellent hospitality. Each year the bar was
raised a little higher.
In planning for 2021 (in celebration 150th anniversary of the first cat show) he had looked so
far at Event City in Manchester and the Ricoh Arena on the edge of Coventry to compare them
with the NEC. Manchester would reduce costs and probably provide a good gate. The Ricoh
was smaller, but had plenty of facilities. Pricing had still to come in for the area required, and
would probably be between the two. However, it had the benefit of being more central.
Once the venue was decided then the date would have to be fixed. Delegates had various ideas
on this, often determined by their own experience of their breed.
The time had ticked around to almost five o’clock. There was time for a general reminder to
show organisers and reporters not to post pictures of children on their websites and social
media. Only parents had that prerogative. Then Bruce Bennet gave a vote of thanks to the
GCCF staff and delegates responded enthusiastically. It was time to go home!
Jen Lacey (K&TCA delegate)
A fuller version of this report is available on the GCCF website
https://www.gccfcats.org/About-GCCF/Council-Meetings
Jen Lacey, GCCF Delegate and Board Member 20/06/2018

For contact details please see page 5
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BREEDER LICENSING
If you breed Korats & Thais (and possibly other breeds as well) you may have been waiting to see whether
changes made to the Animal Welfare Act this April will affect you. There have been two main issues:
A) Will all cat breeders require a licence from their local authority to continue breeding from this
October, or will there be a distinction between hobby breeding and commercial breeding?
B) Will all who breed cats be covered by specific terms and conditions (as are dog breeders) that restrict,
for example, how frequently a female can be bred from, or the number of litters in total per household
for any one year?
A bill introduced into the House of Lords by Lord Black (of Cats Protection) aimed to bring cat breeding into
line with dog breeding to a certain extent. It was unsuccessful and these terms were never introduced into the
Animal Welfare Act. There are NO REGULATIONS SPECIFIC TO THE BREEDING OF CATS, so please
ignore any website information that says anything different. It will be old news.
So, what about licensing? That all depends on whether you are breeding commercially. The crunch is defined as
a business test. It is acknowledged that ultimately a local authority inspector will have to make a judgment but
in the in/out scope criteria given, and their accompanying guidelines, (I’ve pasted a copy of these) I would think
a majority of us would fall well outside the need to apply for licence. I particularly like the reference to
showing and belonging to a breed club being indicators of a hobby breeder.
GCCF advice is that if in doubt you should contact your local authority and discuss this with them. Also, the
fact of not needing a licence is a separate issue to any HMRC investigation into whether you make a profit from
breeding and selling kittens and should pay tax on this. Keep careful accounts and records of your financial and
other cat activities. Then if any inspector of any kind ever comes to call you have evidence to produce and do
not need to panic.

What is in and out of scope: Selling animals as pets
Business Test
(Bullet point 1 & 2 on ‘Introduction’; please see link at end of report if you wish to read this section.)
3.The regulations specify two example business tests to be considered when determining whether an activity is
considered commercial, and thus within scope. They are not the exclusive factors to be considered but are
examples and other factors, such as those listed in the nine badges of trade set out by HMRC, are also
relevant. The regulations include the following on this issue:
4. The circumstances which a local authority must take into account in determining whether an activity is being
carried on in the course of a business for the purposes of this Schedule include, for example, whether the
operator—
(a) makes any sale by, or otherwise carries on, the activity with a view to making a profit, or
(b) earns any commission or fee from the activity.
5. This guidance is intended to assist inspectors in determining whether or not an activity may be subject to
the regulations noting that ultimately there will be an element of judgement required.
6. Set out below are examples of the type of activity that should or should not be considered within the scope
of the regulations and the indicators that should be considered when deciding whether a licence is required.
7. Local authority inspectors should take account of all elements of the advice below and weigh them against
each other before reaching a decision as to whether an activity falls within scope of the regulations.
In scope criteria
Activities that fulfil one or more of the following criteria are subject to licensing:
1. The import, distribution and sale of animals by a business.
2. Businesses registered with Companies House.
3. Businesses or individuals operating from domestic premises for commercial purposes (it should be noted
that many may not be listed with Companies House).
4. Premises open to members of the public or to other businesses where animals are available for
purchase.
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Guideline indicators of running a business of selling animals as pets
The following may assist consideration of the criteria listed above:
• The import, distribution and sale of animals by means of a fixed fee.
• The purchase of animals with the express intent to sell them on.
• Where animals are bought and then re-advertised for sale or sold within a short period of time.
• The number, frequency and/or volume of sales - systematic and repeated transactions using the same
means of advertising are likely to indicate a commercial activity.
• High volumes of animals sold or advertised for sale or high number of litters or progeny could indicate a
business.
• Low volumes of animals sold or advertised could indicate a business where high sales prices or large
profit margins are involved.
• High range and variability in the animals traded. A wide variety of species or taxa being traded could
indicate the commercial nature of the activity.
• High numbers of advertisements of animals for sale, including on classified websites, could indicate
commercial behaviour, even where there is no actual sale taking place via the internet. This could be
high numbers of advertisements at any one time or over a short period of time, and/or regularly.
• Advertising through a variety of sites, forums or media could indicate a commercial activity.
Out of scope criteria
Activities that fulfil one or more of the following criteria are not subject to licensing:
1. The infrequent sale of a small number of surplus offspring/excess stock by a private individual who
breeds animals as a hobby, for pleasure, exhibition for prize, or for education, study or scientific
advancement. For low value species that may produce large numbers of excess stock, consideration
should be given to the value of the stock and the likelihood that the seller is making a profit.
2. Organised events where people meet to sell surplus animals they have bred, or animals that are surplus
to their requirements, whether or not this is open to the public. Selling pet animals as a business from a
market or stall is prohibited under Section 2 of the Pet Animals Act 1951.
3. Aquacultural Production Businesses that are authorised under regulation 5(1) of the Aquatic Guideline
indicators of “out of scope” activities
The following may assist consideration of the criteria listed above:
• The number, frequency and/or volume of sales - irregular transactions, low and/or irregular numbers of
adverts/sales or low numbers/values of animals sold are likely to indicate the activity is not commercial
in its nature.
• Where an individual can demonstrate the activity is undertaken as a hobby or for education or
scientific advancement, and that they are only selling surplus stock, without making a profit. This could
be demonstrated by producing evidence such as:
a. Reports or studies prepared by the individual in relation to the species kept, including self-published,
published for scientific journals, published in the pet trade or hobby media, or demonstrable
contributions to conservation projects.
b. Competition entry forms for the animals kept by the individual.
c. Registered membership of a club or society relevant to the animals kept by the individual.
• The Government announced in Budget 2016 a new allowance of £1,000 for trading income from April
2017. Anyone falling under this threshold would not need to be considered in the context of
determining whether they are a business.
For more information please see publication titled “Guidance Notes for Selling Animals as Pets”, July 2018.
From page 39 you will find the conditions required for keeping cats if you are trading commercially and they
are stringent. There is just a brief reference to domestic situations for mothers and kittens.
If you cannot find this publication online please contact me for a copy.

Jen Lacey – Vice Chairperson and GCCF Delegate
For contact details please see page 5
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Korat & Thai Rescue/Re-homing
Good news, Dudley & Diggory, the two Korat brothers who were looking for a
new home in the Spring 2018 newsletter have now been re-homed.

Please Can You Give Us a Home?
These 2 beautiful cats, a Korat and a Thai
Blue Point have lived together in the same
family home for 12 years. They are the
kindest little cats; one is particularly shy
but they both love cuddles. They are loved
to bits, but unfortunately for the past few
years the owner has suffered some health
problems and it has taken a toll on her. She
feels that it would be fairer on them if
someone else was able to give them the
attention they need and want. The owners
do not want them separated as they are
sisters and love each other dearly. They
have always been indoor cats and they are
currently residing in South Wales.

Can you offer these 2 beautiful litter
sisters a safe forever home? If you
think you can help, please email Charis
on nic_klz@hotmail.com for further
details.

∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞
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Thaison is an 8 year old healthy male Korat
needing a forever home. He currently
resides
in
a
family
home
near
Rickmansworth but has become unsettled
following the arrival of the family's
daughter. He loves to be around people
but would best be suited to a home with no
children.
Can you help Thaison find a safe forever
home? If you think you can help, please
contact Simon for further details.
Mobile: 07545163458
Email: simonandjoannaearle@hotmail.co.uk
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

Millie is a 14 year old healthy loving female
Korat. Earlier this year, one of her owners
passed away, followed by the loss of her
litter sister. Sadly her other owner is no
longer able to look after her, so Millie now
needs a forever home to settle into. She
currently resides in a cattery hoping she
will soon have a lovely home to go to. She
will be available in September.
Can you offer this beautiful Korat a safe forever home? If you think you
can help, please contact Andrew for further details.
Mobile: 07990 317 761
Email: andrewellingworth@hotmail.com
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

If you know anyone with a cat to be rehomed or can offer a home
to a rescue Korat or Thai Cat, please contact Julie Cherkas or
Dee Hillier-Kidston. (For contact details please see page 5)
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You Are Invited to enter the

Korat & Thai Cat Association
13th Championship Show
Make sure you get your entry completed by the
closing date: 15th September 2018
This year, you can enter online. Simply go to your
cat’s record, click on ‘select’ and then on ‘show
entry’. It’s that simple!
Once again we are sharing a venue with the
Russian Blue Breeders Association
on

Saturday 6th October 2018
at

Bugbrooke Sports & Community Centre,
Camp Close, Bugbrooke, Northampton, NN7 3RW
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!
• There will be a raffle on the day!
If you have any unwanted gifts that you would like to donate as
raffle prizes, all donations would be gratefully received.

• Special ‘Spot’ prizes will be awarded in the afternoon!
• Drinks, food and snacks available
• A large collection of Korats & Thais
Even if you aren’t showing your cat, please come and visit us and
help to make the show a success. Most of the committee will be
there to “cat chat” and offer cat cuddles throughout the day!

Hope to See You There!!
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Doing Our Bit for Charity
As you will have seen in a previous newsletter, it was agreed at the AGM in 2016,
that each year the club will nominate a charity to receive the proceeds from the
merchandise sales (capped at £100) for that year. At the AGM on 22nd April
2018, we chose Langford Vets Diagnostic Research Laboratories to receive this
year’s proceeds and we will be donating an amount up to £100, from merchandise
sales at the end of the year.
If you are coming to see us at the show in October 2018 (see page 18) we would be
grateful if you can help by supporting the raffle or purchasing merchandise. There
will be knitted cat toys, notebooks, pens and tote bags on sale. There will also be
raffle tickets to purchase, which will count towards sales.
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

Korat Stud Availability
Korat available for stud through Helen Hawkins
GrCh Sawatao Kalasin (Zac)
Sire: Maew Korach Ramasura
Dam: Saluay Saang Sawang
Date of birth: 27/07/2015
Breeder: Gaye Sinclair
Zac will be available for stud until end of November
2018, when he will be having the Suprelorin implant.
He will be available again, probably from the end of
2019.
He has sired seven litters - total of 28 kittens, all healthy and six of which have
been shown as kittens, obtaining Open 1st & BOB's and two shown as adult/neuter,
obtaining CC/PC's. He has two x IGCC's and a Res IGCC to date.
Zac has a wonderful temperament - extremely soft and loving, although he can be
rather clumsy, hence his nickname of Kalasin Klumsy Klutz.
He, and many of his offspring, seem to love laying on their back for tummy tickles!
For further details please contact Helen Hawkins
Email: koorahkliliwen@gmail.com
Phone: 0161 281 6482 (2 - 8pm), or leave a message on the answerphone
Swinton, Salford, Greater Manchester, easily accessible from both M6 and M62
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£Treasurer’s Notes
Hi Everyone, as we struggle our way through the heatwave and my feline family search for cool places to
rest, it’s that time again to report on the finances.
Thank you to all who have paid their subs. We have 85 paid members so far this year; thank you for your
continued support. The Summer Newsletter is the last opportunity for you to pay your 2018 subscription
and stay with us. ☺ If your payment is not received by the end of September, your membership will lapse.
• Our accounts are still healthy and as a small breed club, we are very lucky to have such loyal members.
• The Club Returns have been sent to the GCCF and have been signed off.
• You can now set up a Standing Order yearly for your subs. See below for details.
Ways to pay your Membership Subscription:
• You can still pay by PayPal. There is a new email to use; membership@korats.org.uk. Please remember
to choose friend, family or gift NOT goods and services when paying by this method, otherwise we will
be charged a fee for the transaction.
• You can still pay by cheque. It may take a few days before the cheque is cashed. Please send your
remittance (payable to Korat & Thai Cat Association) to the address on the slip below.
• New payment method – You can now pay by Bank Transfer or Standing Order. If you would like to use
this method, please email membership@korats.org.uk stating your membership requirement and I will
provide you with details. Please also add your postcode & first 5 letters of your surname in the
reference box (if option available) when completing payment online. Then drop me an email to let me
know payment has been made.
Welcome to our New Members:
We have one new member; the committee would like to offer a warm welcome to:.
Juliet Atkin, London.
That’s it from me, but before I go, here is your next Cat Fact:

“Cats have a structure in the roof of the mouth called the vomeronasal organ, most often known as the
Jacobson's organ, which enables them essentially to taste what they smell.”

Cheerio!
Dee >^..^<
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KTCA Subscriptions for 2018 were due on 1st January.
If taking a paper newsletter :
Single: £9
Joint: £11
Overseas: £12
Newsletter sent by email:
Single: £7
Joint: £9
No overseas supplement
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Please send your cheques, payable to Korat & Thai Cat Association, to:
Dee Hillier-Kidston (Treasurer), 29 Constable Close, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Beds. LU5 5ST
Remember you can pay via PayPal using ~ membership@korats.org.uk ~
Please remember not to use the goods and services option as we’ll be charged for the transaction.
In order to comply with the General Data Protection regulations, we must ask if members will consent to
their details being kept for Club mailing purposes. These details will not be used for any other purpose,
except to provide your newsletter and Club communications.
I/We are happy for my/our details to be held by the club.
Signed

_____________________________________
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Date

___________________________

2017 Prize Giving
Well done to all the cats and their owners that received Best Cat Certificates
and Title Rosettes. These were presented at the AGM in April, and sent out to
those that could not attend. Keep up the great work, and keep sending me your
show results. We look forward to more excellent results in 2018!

Jen Day – Show Support Secretary (For contact details please see page 5)
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Update on Kidney Disease Detection
As our pets are living longer, some even making over 20 years old they are going to
be more likely to develop age related diseases. It's estimated 1 in 3 cats and 1 in 10
dogs will develop chronic kidney disease in their lifetime. Until March this year
(December 2017 in the United States and Canada) veterinarians had to rely on
increases in Urea and Creatinine on blood work to be able to start making a
diagnosis of kidney disease inhouse. Creatinine only increases once about 75% of
the kidneys are damaged. Now it's possible to run an additional test (SDMA) that
can detect when on average only 40% of the kidneys are damaged. This test can
identify kidney problem months to years before the traditional tests. The test has
been offered at the Idexx reference laboratory for a few years but now certain vets
can offer it inhouse and can get results within 30 minutes.
SDMA is a methylated form of arginine that is found in intracellular proteins in all nucleated
cells and is excreted through the kidneys. SDMA correlates well with glomerular filtration
rate in people, dogs and cats. SDMA is more sensitive than Creatinine and increases
earlier. Studies have shown SDMA increases on average when there is a 40% decrease
and as little as 25% decrease in glomerular filtration rate. SDMA increases in both acute or
active kidney injury (ie. poisoning) and chronic kidney disease, allowing veterinarians a
chance to act earlier and increase the likelihood for better outcomes. SDMA is also useful
as it isn't affected by lean body mass like creatinine is (a skinny cat can look like kidneys
are not as bad as they actually are if only creatinine is looked at).
An SDMA clip can be added to all blood tests. A consistently increased SDMA along with
dilute urine could indicate the start of chronic renal disease. Increased SDMA and
increased creatinine, dilute urine and clinical signs will indicate chronic renal disease. With
acute kidney injury the SDMA will be raised but will decrease to within the reference range
if the problem can be addressed and treated.
The SDMA blood test was initially from America and Idexx Laboratories has one of the
biggest databases now of information on chronic renal disease from the studies carried out
using SDMA.

The picture above shows the prevalence of kidney disease in cats of different ages. The
blue colour would be the cats diagnosed with kidney disease as we always have done
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using increases in creatinine. The majority of the red cats would have been missed before
this new test!

This picture shows the IRIS stages used by many vets (along with clinical signs and
urinalysis) to determine the kidney disease using creatinine levels in the blood.
This picture shows where the SDMA test comes in for early detection at stages 1 and 2.

We do often diagnose stage 2 even before SDMA but it's definitely a welcome addition for
staging kidney disease in our practice alongside urinalysis as it does make diagnosis
easier. SDMA is now added to most of our profiles and we have seen an increase in
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diagnosing early kidney disease in patients on pre op bloods and general health profiles
that we would not have said had any kidney issue, as they had no clinical signs or only
recent increases in going to the water bowl a bit more often.
Although so far my own older Korat's SDMA is fine (she’s 11.5 years old), I have been
doing my own study on my little dog who is 14.5 years old. I ran an SDMA on him in
January 2017 and it was fine, 3 months later it was high end of normal but his urinalysis
wasn't too bad so I decided to keep an eye on him. His next SDMA was performed in April
this year and was now just over the normal range. He has been on 50:50 renal and a diet
for his pancreatitis and a phosphate binder since then. He’s due for his next set of bloods
now the weather has cooled
off a little, so we’ll see how we
are getting on very soon. He'll
continue to have 3-6 monthly
bloods (he has mild liver
problems too) to include the
SDMA to monitor progression
and urinalysis to check for
infection and proteinuria.
Patients with kidney disease
will
benefit
from
being
diagnosed
earlier
and
treatment
implemented
quicker to help with quality of
life. Testing Georgie shows how he was diagnosed with early chronic kidney disease 14
months (so far) before his creatinine is high enough to diagnose him and he only
occasionally drinks more than I would see normal for him. Diet and medication
adjustments can be made if needed when first diagnosed and kidney diets can be started
earlier to slow progression of the disease and hopefully keep cats and dogs happier and
feeling well for longer with kidney issues. It also gives veterinarians a better idea of
medications to avoid that could damage the kidneys further and discuss this with owners
to make treatment plans better suited to your pet.
Photo’s courtesy of Idexx Laboratories Ltd
By Clare Treacher RVN CertSAN ISFM CertFN
For contact details please see page 5
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Meet the Cats
Welcome to the “Meet the Cats” section! I hope you all enjoy finding out more about
your fellow club members cats. Please send photos and details to Helen Hastilow
(see page 5 for contact details) for inclusion in Meet the Cats.
Name
Breed
Age
Breeder
Owner
Favourite food

Favourite toy
Show
achievements

Favourite past
times
Interesting
fact

Saluay Chuaang Dow AKA Jasper
Korat
8 years old
Clare Treacher
Clare Treacher
Fresh chicken or KFC chicken (I
make sure my pet sitter buys me
this!)
Feather sticks
I’m an Imperial Grand Premier.
Very proud of myself ☺. Mum
say’s I’m retired now, but I hope I
still get chicken.......
Rolling around for belly rubs or snuggling under the duvet all day. I
also love cuddles upside down on mums lap.
My meow is more a squeak than a proper meow!

Name
Breed
Age
Breeder
Owner
Favourite food
Favourite toy
Show
achievements

Sawatao Seetootsawan AKA Keira
Korat
11.5 years old
Gaye Sinclair
Clare Treacher
Fresh chicken or ham
Too pretty to play with toys!
N/A – I have a white heart shaped
locket on my chest which mum and
I love but judges apparently don’t!

Favourite past
times
Interesting
fact

Sleeping!
If I don’t keep an eye on my cat and dog family there would be no
order in the house! Mum tries but it’s really me. I also love kittens,
I love being Granny Keira to the other girls’ kittens ☺
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K&TCA LIST OF BREEDERS
UK KORAT BREEDERS:Name
Miss Kasey
Amos
Miss E
Beckett*
Mr R & Mrs L
Best
Mr & Mrs L
Black*
Ms Julie
Cherkas*
Miss J Couch*
Mrs C
HardingBrown*
Mrs H
Hawkins*
Mrs J Lacey*
Mrs A Locher
Miss C
Nichols*
Mrs L
Portsmouth
Mrs Janette
Shelley
Ms G Sinclair*
Miss C
Treacher
Mrs S
WilliamsElliss*
Mrs Liz Wilson

Cats
Korats

Prefix
No Prefix

Korats

Indigo

Korats &
Thais
Korats

Myfanwy

Korats &
Thais
Korats &
Thais
Korats &
Thais

Jusarka

Korats

Koorahk

Korats &
Thais
Korats &
Thais
Korats

Jenanca

Korats &
Thais
Korats &
Thais
Korats

Cattleya

Korats

Saluay

Korats &
Thais

Serennol

Korats &
Thais

Higford

Kanzona

Jasumik
Clairabelle

Bikila
Nikelsilva

Muscat
Sawatao

Location & Tel
London
07538 903528
Hampshire
07726 655082
Cardiff
029 2084 2845
London
020 7485 1211
Southampton
023 8090 4187
South Wales
01792 791207
Berkshire
07889 119224

Contact Details
kasey.amos@yahoo.co.uk

Manchester
0161 281 6482
Northamptonshire
01832 293831
London
020 8898 4299
Humber Bridge
01482 627029
Wiltshire
01793 938543
Crawley
07837 601368
London
07814 894733
London
07714 279625
Nottinghamshire
07807 888718

koorahkliliwen@gmail.com
www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk
jen.lacey@btinternet.com
www.jenanca.com
walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk

Herefordshire
01531 660283

lizziecatw@gmail.com

beckett199@btinternet.com
richpbest@hotmail.com
felicityvincent@gmail.com
julie@jusarka.co.uk
tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk
animalantix@me.com
www.animalantix.com

nikelsilva@yahoo.com
louise.portsmouth@mac.com
www.cattleyacats.co.uk
janetteshelley@btinternet.com
gab.s@talktalk.net
clare.treacher83@gmail.com
serennol@yahoo.co.uk
www.serennol.co.uk

* Denotes stud ownership

OVERSEAS KORAT BREEDERS:Name
Ms C Baird
Mr B Pollesche

Prefix
Primprau’s
Kobalt

Location
Denmark
Germany

Contact Details
dkkorat@yahoo.dk
bpollesche@arcor.de

K&TCA KITTEN LIST SERVICE
Contact Dee Hillier-Kidston (details on page 5) with your litter information for inclusion on
the K&TCA website. Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens (i.e.
Korats or Thais), number of each sex still available and date the kittens will be ready for
their new homes. A photo can also be added.
Please remember to let Dee know when your kittens have been placed.
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